■ We have attained BS EN ISO 14001, the
recognised standard for environmental
management systems.

■ Our foundry converts scrap iron into value
added products to provide the ultimate
recycling service.

■ We employ best practice and lean
manufacturing principles throughout the
organisation to maximise manufacturing
efficiency.

■ Our plastics division recycles waste plastic
produced during production.

■ We manufacture in the UK and not overseas,
helping to reduce the environmental cost and
carbon footprint of transportation.

■ We manufacture and strongly promote the
use of water-saving bathroom products. To
enable these to be easily identified by
specifiers, our packaging and literature are
clearly labelled with Water Technology List
and Bathroom Manufacturers Association
Water Label branding.

■ Our catalogues are printed on recycled paper
by local printers.

■ Water-saving dualflush WCs are installed
throughout our premises.

■ We invest heavily in technology designed to
reduce our emissions and energy consumption.

■ We recycle our waste paper by shredding it
on-site and re-use it for packing purposes.
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Resan WC pans and
Chalmers Nightclubs:
A case study in
aesthetically pleasing,
vandal-resistant solutions

The new Dudley Resan WC pans
are providing an extremely
reliable vandal-resistant solution
for Chalmers nightclubs in Alloa
and Bathgate.
Chalmers Alloa was the first to
install two Resan WC pans quickly
followed by the Bathgate site which
had three Resan WC pans retrofitted
as part of an update in May 2012.

Benefits of Resan
Dudley Resan Pans can help to provide vandalresistant and anti-ligature solutions for every
application. They also offer a back to wall design
for use with concealed cisterns that can be safely
hidden out of reach behind panelling, tiles or
blocks.
The integral moulded seat eliminates the threat of
damage and unwanted removal which is exactly
what was needed at Chalmers.

Alongside WC pans, the range includes basins,
urinals, shelves and mirror frames which are all
manufactured to the same exacting standards. Resan
products also come with integral fixing points for
secure installation.

Dudley Resan saintaryware is manufactured in the
UK by Thomas Dudley Ltd. The range is engineered
from an advanced polymer resin material and is
shatterproof, exceptionally hard-wearing and
chemical resistant.
Andrew Henderson, the director of Chalmers
nightclubs explained why Dudley Resan WC pans
were chosen, “Previously Chalmers used vitreous
china pans which were constantly being damaged
or broken. We needed a vandal-resistant pan and
chose Resan because it offered unrivalled strength
combined with an aesthetic appearance that is
superior to stainless steel”.
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All Resan products can also be supplied in a choice
of easy clean matt, gloss and gel coat finishes.

The durability of Resan will also provide a long term
benefit at Chalmers. Both nightclubs are extremely
busy and welcome around 2,000 visitors per week.
The potential for china wc pans to be broken or
stainless steel models to be dented is therefore high.
Following the success of the first two instalments,
Andrew Henderson has expressed interest in using
Resan in the future, “I am working on new projects
for different nightclubs and will certainly consider
using Resan again”.
Please refer to the Dudley Product Range Catalogue or
visit www.thomasdudley.co.uk/specification.
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